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Abstract-In this paper we present an observation system
simulation experiment for modeling low-latitude ionosphere
using a 3-dimensional (3-D) global assimilative ionospheric model
(GAIM). The experiment is conducted to test the effectiveness of
GAIM with a 4-D variational approach (4DVAR) in estimation of
the ExB drift and thermospheric wind in the magnetic
meridional planes simultaneously for all longitude or local time
sectors. The operational Global Positioning System (GPS)
satellites and the ground-based global GPS receiver network of
the International GPS Service are used in the experiment as the
data assimilation source. 'The optimization of the ionospheric
state (electron density) modeling is performed through a nonlinear least-squares minimization process that adjusts the
dynaniical forces to reduce the difference between the modeled
and observed slant total electron content in the entire modeled
region. The present experiment for multiple force estiniations
reinforces our previous assessment made through single driver
estimations conducted for the ExB drift only.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Earth's ionosphere exhibits not oiily largest electron
density and total electron content (TEC) but also great
horizontal gradients and curvatures in the regions of so-called
equatorial anomaly (nominally k15-18" away from the
geomagnetic equator). During evening hours, ionospheric
density irregularities can occur in certain seasons, which are
often associated with deep ionospheric depletions narrowly
formed and aligned in geomagnetic meridians. Accurately
modeling and predicting such spatial structure and temporal
variability are challenging topics for practical systems such as
satellite-based augmentation systems (SBAS) that provide
ionospheric corrections to navigation users in low-latitude
regions.
An effort has been made recently to assess various
ionospheric modeling techniques for low latitude SBAS
systems under consideration.
These techniques include
tomography and kriging [1]-[2], conical fitting [3], and
assimilative modeling [4]. In the report about the assimilative
modeling [4], we have presented an analysis using a global
assimilative ionospheric model (GAIM) with assimilation of
slant TEC data collected from ground-based networks of
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. GAJM provides a
priori estiniation of ionospheric state on a 3-dimensional (3-D)
grid on a regional or global scale through a first-principle
model, and then assimilates available ionospheric

measurements to optimize the state solution through a Kalinan
filter process or by estimating uncertain model drivers through
the 4DVAR technique. The estimated drivers and optimized
state propagate to the next time step as the new initial guesses,
and the modeling cycle goes on to predict a time sequence of
solutions for the modeled region. The analysis presented in
[4] was conducted using the band-limited Kalnian filter with
assimilation of slant TEC data for low-latitude modeling. The
results of that analysis show a significant improvement in the
accuracy of slant TEC modeling as compared with the planarfit algorithm that is adopted by the Wide Area Augmentation
System being developed for the continental United States at
middle latitudes.
In this paper, we present an observation system simulation
experiment (OSSE) using GAIM with a 4-dimensional
variational approach (4DVAR) for low-latitude ionospheric
modeling. The GAIM 4DVAR OSSE is performed to
estimate the equatorial plasma vertical drift (driven by zonal
electric field) and upper-atmospheric winds in the magnetic
maridional planes simultaneously. This technique has been
tested previously to estimate a single dynainical driver, Le.,
the equatorial plasma ExB drift [5]. In reality, both drift and
wind must be dealt with for the low-latitude modeling since
the drift drives the formation of the equatorial anomaly while
the wind affects the symmetry of the anomaly. The
simultaneous estimation of both ExB drift and thermospheric
wind in the present experiment is a significant step towards
the optimization of model drivers and state at the same time.
In addition, these dynainical forces play important roles in the
non-linear plasma Rayleigh-Taylor instability process, which
causes ionospheric irregularities at low latitudes.
The
estimation of their variability will benefit the effort to predict
irregularity occurrence.
In the following sections, GAIM and the 4DVAR technique
will be briefly introduced, and the OSSE will be presented in
detail. Discussions and conclusions will be given at the end.
11. GAIM AND ITSOPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
GAIM is built with a forward ionospheric model and a suite
of optimization techniques. The forward model is based upon
the physics principles of collisional plasma hydrodynamics. It
nuinerically solves for ion and electron densities through the

continuity and momentum equations for individual ions in the
following approximate forms,

irradiance specturm, thermospheric densities and winds,
electric fields, and electron energy precipitation flux.
GAIM is constructed in an Eulerian 3-dimensional
geomagnetic frame. Our present model adopts a grid using 01,
q, @,J coordinatc system defined by
r

(4)
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where the subscript i a n d j denote the ith aiidjth ion species,
and e denotes electrons. The variables and constants are listed
as follows:
nl
is the volume density,
vector velocity perpendicular and parallel to the
vIi, 1
magnetic field line, respectively
P I
production rate
loss rate
Ll
m,
mass
T,,< ion and electron temperature
k
Boltzniann’s constant
E
vector electric field
B
vector magnetic field
R,
gyro-frequency
collision
frequency between different species
vI,
including ion-neutral collisions
unit vector along the magnetic field line
b
g
gravitational acceleration
For electrons, the density is the sum of densities of all
individual ions, Le., n, = c n 2 ,. Equations (2) and (3) are

e,,

where
and
are magnetic longitude and latitude,
respectively, r is the radius measured in the magnetic frame, ro
is a reference radius chosen to be the Earth’s radius at the
equator. The present magnetic frame follows the dipole
magnetic configuration. Based on this grid, the partial
differential equations are discretized using a finite volunie
scheme. The discretized equations are reorganized to form
algebraic equations relating the state variables at time steps
and at adjacent volume elements or voxels. With specified
initial and boundary conditions as well as the forcing terms,
the ion state is solved forward in time using a hybrid explicit
(to update n, with convection)-implicit time integration
scheme. The model can be run in a dipole, tilted dipole, or
eccentric tilted dipole magnetic frame, and the parameters
provided in geographic coordinates are converted
correspondingly to the magnetic frame. A detailed description
of the physics model and its grid is given by Pi et al. [5].
Figure 1 gives an example of global vertical TEC obtained
from a GAIM forward model run for conditions of solar
maximum and the March equinox.
Vertical TEC at UT 00:OO
TECU

/

derived from a combination of ion and electron momentum
equations by neglecting relatively smaller t e r m including the
inertial term. In the F region ionosphere, where most electrons
reside and atomic oxygen ion O+ is the dominant spices, the
second term in equation (2) can be neglected due to small
ratios of collision frequencies to gyro-frequency, and v, 1 in the
last term of equation (3) reduce to the neutral wind velocity
parallel to B. For this analysis only 0’ is included in GAIM.
The ion production rate is determined by the photoionization
due to absorption of solar EUV radiation and energy
deposition of auroral particle precipitation in the
thermosphere. The ion loss processes are primarily attributed
to the chemical reactions of charge exchange between ions and
neutrals. Dynamical processes in the momentum equation
include convection and diffusion that are controlled by the
pressure gradient, gravitation (g), the Lorentz force, and
collisions between species, particularly between ions and
neutral particles. GAIM uses well-developed empirical models
of various physics forcing parameters for solar EUV

Figure 1 An example of global vertical TEC obtained by intcgratioii of
electron volume densities from a GAIM forward model run for conditions of
solar maximum and the March equinox

Mathematics for the GAIM optimization techniques
including the Kalman filter with its approximations and
4DVAR with an adjoint method are referred to HUJJet al. [6],
Rosen et al. [7], Wang et al. [SI, and Hajj et al. [9]. The
techniques iiiclude a band-limited Kalrnan filter, described in
detail by IZaj'j et al. [9], among several options including the
full kalnian filter and optimal interpolation. Briefly, the bandlimited Kalman filter is driven by our desire of maximum
flexibility, and the technique allows truncation of the state
covariance matrix such that for a given voxel, only a subset
of the entire set of voxels has non-zero correlation. The
non-zero correlation voxels constitutes a so-called correlation
volume that can be specified with correlation lengths in
latitude, longitude, and altitude dimensions. This way the
band-limited Kalman filter reduces the number of operations
required to update the state covariance. Thus the number
computational steps are reduced significantly making it
suitable to conduct 3-D modeling with a good spatial
resolution even on a global scale.
A suite of optimization techniques has also been developed
for the 4DVAR approach, and details are referred to [8], [7],
and [5]. Briefly, this approach attempts to minimize a
nonlinear cost functional, given in the following equation,
under a system of constraints:

where J denotes the cost function, n the state (ion densities), y
the measurements (e.g. slant TEC), H the observation matrix
mapping the model state to the measurements, and c1 the
parameters related to the model drivers. Subscript k denotes
the time step and 0 is for the initial state. hl and E, are
regularization coefficients in which subscripts n and F denote
the state and driving forces, respectively. In equation ( 3 ) , the
unknowns are the initial ion densities no and the parameters a
which specify driving forces such as the electric field (or
equivalently plasma drift), ion production, thermospheric
wind, orland neutral densities.
In a 4DVAR optimization process, J is minimized by
searching for a that satisfy the minimization requirement. A
major challenge that this technique faces is that the
computation task becomes prohibitive as the number of
parameters to be estimated is large. This problem is solved
through an adjoint method that elegantly and efficiently
computes the gradient of J with respect to a [7]. With the
adjoint method, the computational burden (Le. the number of
required integrations of the model equations) remains
essentially fixed and independent of the number of parameters
under investigation.
Another major concern is that when the number of
parameters to be estimated becomes too large, the non-linear
minimization becomes ill-posed. The solution to the second
problem is achieved by parameterizing the driving forces with
the smallest number of parameters needed to faithfully

reproduce the range of the drivers. In G A M , the ExB vertical
drift velocity at the magnetic equator can be formulated as a
function of local time (LT) in the following sum with a small
number of parameters a,,
(7)
J

where vIi0 is the climatology pattem,
are 24-hour periodic
cubic spline basis functions. These spline functions are
chosen so that their linear combinations can represent drift
patterns for all longitudes or local times sectors for a given
UT interval under various geophysical conditions. The
4DVAR approach has been practiced in observational system
simulation experiments to estimate plasma ExB drift at low
latitudes [5],which is the dominant force in the region driving
the prominent equatorial anomaly feature and occurrence of
ionospheric irregularities. In addition to the drift, the
thermospheric horizontal wind is also parameterized as
expressed in the following formula,

L"

,
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where u,,~
is the climatology wind in the magnetic meridional
plane,J is the ith wind parameter to be estimated, and w,is the
associated weighting factor determined by the given sigma
and the distances between the center of the voxel in question
and adjacent voxels. The wind parameters and weighting
factors are specified in the ith voxel defined by the wind grid
(denoted by "'") and specified by altitude h', geographic
latitude 8, and local time (LT). The way that the wind
parameters are defined in (8) ensures that the adjustment of
the wind in each model voxel is only affected by local wind
parameters.
111. A 4DVAR SIMULATION
EXPERIMENT
We now present an observation simulation system
experiment (OSSE) conducted using GAIM and the 4DVAR
technique to estimate the plasma ExB drift and therinospheric
horizontal wind in the magnetic meridional planes at low
latitudes. The general process of an OSSE is described in [5].
Briefly, our OSSE uses simulated data, generated for the
observation system of the operational GPS satellites and the
existing IGS global GPS network, to perform the GAIM
modeling and optimization and to test the impact of the data
and the assimilation methods. The actual observation links
are used in the experiment, including the satellite ephemeris,
receiver locations, radio link geometry, number and time of
the measurements. The details are given in the following.
A.

OSSE Setting
To model the- low latitude ionosphere, a G A M grid is
created in a titled dipole geomagnetic frame and a view of the
3-D grid is shown on geographic scales in Figure 4. The grid
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Fig. 2. A view of GAIM grid for low latitude ionospheric density and TEC
modeling The grid is constructed with constant lines ofp, q, and magnetic
longitude followiiig a tilted dipole magnetic field model.

e,,

is created in the following ranges and resolutions: 1
15 30",
0" 5 4,,1I 360", and 120 kin I h I 1500 kin, where B,,, and Bill
are magnetic latitude and longitude, and h is height; AAB,,,= 3",
AGnI = 15", and Ah = 80 km. The grid is global in longitude
dimension. Thus the selected ranges cover the F-region
ionosphere and latitude regions in all longitudes. The
resolutions are relatively coarse in altitude and longitude
dimensions. The selection of the coarse grid in this study is to
reduce the computation time without affecting the essence of
the experiment since the simulation is conducted with
synthetic data generated from the same grid. The altitude
range does not extend to the GPS satellite height, since the
current version of GAIM only computes atomic oxygen ion
(0') but atomic hydrogen (primarily) and helium ions (Hi and
He'), which compose the plasmasphere.
The synthetic data for the OSSE are produced by running
the forward model with the input of simulated "weather"
perturbations in the dynamical drivers under the high solar
activity conditions relative to the 1 1-year solar activity cycle
for March 21, 2000 (the 10.7 cm solar flux F I o 7= 228.9 J s-'
Hz-' and magnetic daily index Ap = 4). The corresponding
solar EUV radiation fluxes, climatological plasma drift and
thermospehric winds, and the required neutral densities are
computed through the empirical models as described in Pi et
al. [5].
The model drivers with simulated weather
perturbations are the ExB drift and thermospheric wind in the
in agn eti c meridional p I an es .
The "weather" ExB drift is shown in Figure 3. In the F
region ionosphere being modeled here, the plasma drift in the
magnetic meridians is equivalent to the zonal electric field.
The drift becomes vertical in the equatorial region. This drift
is mapped down the magnetic field lines to higher latitudes,
with an assumption of electrically equipotential along
magnetic field lines. The drift is kept perpendicular to B in
the magnetic meridians as mapped to higher latitudes. The
zonal drift or meridional electric field is not included in this

Fig. 3 . Equatorial vertical drill patterns ofthe ionospheric plasma used i n thc
4DVAR simulation experiment. An actual drift pattern for the solar iniiiiinuin
conditions is used to siintilate the climatology drift, and an arbitrarily
perturbed weather pattern is used to gciierate the synthetic data.

low-latitude modeling since the magnitude of zonal drift is
relatively small (in the order of 150 inis) and does not cause
substantial ionospheric changes within the model time steps
(taken to be 12-minutes in this study). A wind perturbation in
the magnetic meridional planes is added to the climatology
pattern. Figure 4 shows the simulated wind perturbation as a
function of geographic latitude and local time. In the altitude
dimension, a scaling factor for the wind perturbation is
appIied with a Gaussian function centered at 300 km, with CT =
150 kin.
With the climatology drivers and the simulated
perturbations, the forward model produces electron volume
densities on the 3-D grid for each 12-minute epoch in a UT
period of 24-hours. The densities are then integrated to obtain
either slant along the radio links or vertical TEC. Figure 5
shows the vertical TEC obtained from the forward model runs.
Meridional Wfnd Perturbation Pattern
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Fig 4 A simulated wind perturbation in the magnetic meridional planes IS
shown as a function of geographic latitude and local time The negative
values indicate southward wind This perturbation is added to the
climatological pattern to provide the "weather" behavior of the wind
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Fig. 5. A comparison between modeled vertical TEC obtained from the
cliinatology (lower IeR panel, labeled as "assimilation" though it is a snapshot
berore the assimilation starts) and simulated weather (upper left panel) runs
using GAIM. The right panels give the absolute and relative differences. The
white dots in each panel indicate the locations of GPS ground receiver sites
that are selected from the IGS global G I 3 network for the observation system
siinulatioii experiment.

The observation system in this simulation is composed of
the operational Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites and
the existing global GPS network of the International GPS
Service (IGS). The present IGS network includes more than
300 globally distributed ground-based dual-frequency receiver
stations. Only a portion of the IGS network at low latitudes is
selected as the sites providing line-of-sight TEC data as the
data assimilation source. Figure 6 shows the locations of these
sites. Also shown in the figure are the grid point locations
where the wind is estimated. The grid resolutions for wind
parameters are 10" in latitude dimension and 15" in longitude
dimension. Totally 144 parameters are selected for the wind
estimation at low latitudes and globally in longitude. Slant
TEC along the actual GPS receiver-to-satellite observation
links for March 21, 2000, are obtained from the weather run.
Data noises of 5 TECU (standard deviation), including
possible measurement noise and representativeness error, are
added to the slant TEC to compose the synthetic data.

IGS Global GPS Mclwork and Wind Paramctci Grid

x

Fig. 6. A map showing the part ofexisting IGS ground GPS receiver stations
(marked by the triangles) selected for the simulation study on the assimilative
modeling of low latitude ionosphere. The red dots mark the grid point
locations where the therinospehric horizontal wind in the magnetic meridional
planes is estimated in the experiment.

Data Assimilation Process
To conduct the simulation, the GAIM forward (firstprinciple) model is first executed to compute 0' density at all
time steps (12-minute intervals for this experiment) for a UT
cycle of 24 hours with the corresponding empirical inodel
inputsidrivers for the climatological conditions on March 2 1,
2000. At the end of this execution, a stable state (n,) at 0000
UT is obtained which is used as the initial state for the
following data assimilation operation.
The assimilation run is performed through the 4DVAR
process with synthesized slant TEC measurements sampled at
every 5 minutes along the actual observation links. The
assimilation cycle is chosen to be 2 hours for this experiment.
In each cycle, the minimization of the cost functional is
performed with the data within the cycle in a following
sequence: (a) the cost functional is first computed and
examined with the state vector (ne) obtained by the forward
model driven by the initial guess of the drivers; (b) the drivers
are adjusted based on the information of the gradients of the
cost functional with respect to the drivers in question; (c) the
newly estimated dynamical forces drive the forward model to
reach a new state (n,) in the same cycle; (d) the cost functional
and its gradients are re-computed with the new state, and the
process repeats until it reaches the pre-set minimization
thresholds. The optimized state (n,) is obtained at the end of
the cycle, and the state and driver parameters are then used as
the initial guess for the next assimilation cycle. The 4DVAR
process continues with new data for each new cycle.
In the assimilation run, the regularization coefficients yF for
the driving forces are set as follows: (I) the coefficients for the
9 drift parameters are selected similarly as in Pi et al. [5], Le.,
the coefficients change linearly from 0.2 to 0.1 with
assimilation cycle, and the same value is chosen for the first
seven coefficients and a smaller value (factor of 0.4) is chosen
for the last two coefficients in each cycle in order to capture
the pre-sunset enhancement; (11) the wind regularization
coefficients also change with assimilation cycle from 50 to 25,
and the same value is chosen for all parameters in each cycle.
The selection of larger weighting values for the wind is due to
a consideration that the electric field or drift is the most
appreciable driver at the low latitudes, and the smaller penalty
in the drift parameters may help to estimate the drift more
accurately.
C. OSSE Results
Figure 7 plots the computed cost function before and after
each assimilation cycle for 8 consecutive cycles. The results
indicate that the cost function is reduced significantly in the
first few cycles. After 4 cycles, it reaches a relatively stable
level as both estimated drivers and model state approach the
simulated weather ionosphere, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 8 gives the statistics of residuals for the vertical drift
and electron densities at the end of each cycle after
completing the minimization process for the cycle. The drift
residuals are obtained at the UT epoch by computing the
difference between the estimated and weather drift values,
derived from the 9 drift parameters, at each 0.5 hour local time

interval for 24-hour local time. The rms residuals for electron
density modeling take into account all voxels in the modeled
region.
As shown in Figure 8, the residuals for both drift and state
are continuously reduced as the assimilation cycle moves
forward. It is interesting to compare these results with the
OSSE done previously for the estimation of ExB drift only
(without estimation of wind) under the similar geophysical
conditions except for the wind [5]. The drift estimation
residuals reduce inore significantly in the present case than in
that simulation experiment. This indicates that adding the
wind estimation may help the drift estimation, given the fact
that ionospheric variations are much more sensitive to the
ExB drift than to the horizontal wind at low latitudes.
Probably for the same reason, the wind estimation appears to
be less effective at low latitudes than the drift, as shown in
Figure 9 which presents the residual statistics for the
estimation of 144 wind parameters. The less effectiveness in
the wind estimation is probably affected by the relative large
penalty coefficients for wind parameters, and more
investigations are needed to assess this subject further.
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Fig 7 The const fuiiction computed through the GAIM 4DVAR process for
each assimilation cycle before (blue) and after (red) data assimilatioii
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Fig. 9. Statistics of the wind estimation residuals for each data assimilation
cycle showing the improvement of wind estimation in time sequence.

Examples of snapshots of the simulation results for the drift,
wind, and vertical TEC are presented in Figures 10 through
12. As shown in Figure 10, the estimated drift approaches the
"truth" closely at most of local times at (and after) the
assimilation cycle 3, particularly around the dusk when the
drift exhibits a sharp enhancement in the upward direction.
This pre-sunset enhancement is the most prominent feature in
the equatorial ionospheric electrodynamics that drives the
enhancement of the equatorial anomaly during evening hours.
The enhanced upward drift also causes the uprising of
ionospheric F layer. Prediction of the layer uprising and the
the bottomside electron density gradient during the evening is
a very important research topic since these conditions can lead
to the growth of plasina Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which
drives the formation of ionospheric irregularities causing
scintillations in trans-ionospheric radio signals at low
latitudes.
The result of wind estimation at the assimilation cycle 8 is
plotted in Figure 12. Compared with the weather perturbation
(shown in Figure 4), the wind estimation catches the
latitudinal and local time characteristics but under-estimates
the magnitude to a degree (maximum -20 niis). The relatively
large residuals of wind estimation are attributed to two
possibilities: (a) the wind penalty or regularization
coefficients are set to relatively large values; (b) ionospheric
variations are less sensitive to the wind at low latitudes
because the primary effect of the wind is to move plasma
horizontally due to the shape of geomagnetic field lines. The
wind effect is in contrast to that of the ExB drift in the
magnetic meridional planes, because the latter is the inajor
driver of the vertical motion of the plasma at low latitudes.
Figure 12 shows a snapshot comparison of vertical TEC
between the assimilation result and the simulated ionospheric
weather at the end of assimilation cycle 3. Compared with the
modeled TEC before data assimilation (Figure 5), the TEC
residuals are significantly reduced after a few assimilation
cycles in most of regions.
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Fig. 1 I . The simulation result of the equatorial vertical ExB drift estiinatcd at
the third data assimilation cycle using the GAIM 4DVAR technique. The
estimation result (red) is compared with the simulated weather behavior
(green) as the truth and the simulated climatology input as the initial guess
(blue).
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Fig. 12. A snapshot of the wind estimation result at data assimilation cycle 8.
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Fig 12 A snapshot comparison for vertical TEC at low latitudes between the
assimilative modeling result and the simulated ionospheric weather at the end
of assimilation cycle 3

The present OSSE is conducted to test the effectiveness of
the GAIM 4DVAR data assimilation technique for estimation
of the dynamical drivers at low latitudes that are crucial in
physics-based assimilative ionospheric modeling.
The
experiment is the first step to estimate multiple drivers beyond
the single driver estimation conducted previously for low
latitude modeling [5]. The results of the experiment indicate
that the estimation of the equatorial ExB drift in the magnetic
meridional planes is more effective than the estimation of the
wind. This is partially attributed to the fact that ionospheric
variations at low latitudes are much more sensitive to the
vertical drift than the horizontal motion. It is the vertical drift
that drives the plasma fountain effect at low latitudes to form
the equatorial anomaly feature. However, this sensitivity
assessment deserves further experiments to explore the
optimized regularization coefficients for wind parameters.
The IGS network of ground-based GPS receiver stations
provides very valuable measurements to the assimilative
modeling, particularly in the snapshot estimation of the model
drivers in all longitude or local time sectors. Such snapshot
estimation provides a good initial guess for the subsequent
assimilation cycle in the data assimilation operation since the
dyiiamical forces present distinguished local time patterns.
The same reason leads to an expectation that the 4DVAR
technique is potentially very useful for short-term forecast of
low latitude ionospheric weather, in which the derived local
time patterns for the dynamical drivers can be used to predict
the ionospheric state in the following UT intervals.
GAIM's potential is being explored in various applications,
such as providing ionospheric corrections to the navigation
systems for deep space missions and single frequency GPS
users. GAIM is still being developed at least in the following
areas: (a) multiple ions including H+ and He' for the
plasmasphere can be added to the forward model, which
should in principle help reduce errors in TEC modeling along
radio links extending to the GPS orbits; (b) techniques for
assimilating other data sources, such as GPS occultation and
UV irradiance made from LEO satellites, are being developed
which will help improve the observation geometry and thus
modeling optimization; (c) the GAIM 4DVAR technique can
be combined with the Kalman filter techniques to improve
further the state modeling and driver estimation.
In conclusion, the GAIM 4DVAR technique has been tested
through an observation system simulation experiment to
estimate both ExB drift and thermospheric wind
simultaneously in attempt to optimize low latitude ionospheric
modeling. The experiment takes the existing GPS observation
system with the IGS GPS network of globally distributed
ground-based GPS receivers for the data assimilation source.
The simulation results show that with such an observation
system, GAIM is capable of performing snapshot estimation
of the drift and wind simultaneously for all local time sectors,
though the wind estimation deserves further investigations
since ionospheric variations are less sensitive to it at low
latitudes.
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